eReference is a sophisticated search tool that includes the full print-version texts of the The American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Fourth Edition and Roget’s II: The New Thesaurus. The dictionary’s table of contents is shown below.

Click ZOOM to see the screenshots at full size. Click BACK to continue reading.
Roget’s II: The New Thesaurus can also be accessed easily via its Table of Contents.
eReference allows you to toggle between the dictionary and thesaurus while in the same entry. And as demonstrated below, you can create a viewable list of your favorite words.
If you're on a Web page and would like to look up a word or phrase, highlight the term and click on the eReference icon (A-Z) in the browser toolbar (see example below). The eReference window will appear with the results of your search.
eReference provides many useful search options. For example, when the Dictionary is the selected title, you will find **Image Search**, **Note Search** and **Pattern Search**. Image search will search only those entries that include pictures. Note Search will allow you to search for Notes that accompany definitions. Pattern search will allow you to search for words using wildcards.
When you’re connected to the Internet, you can get real voice pronunciations and brilliant color images.
Soon, new reference titles will be available for separate purchase and easy download to eReference.